Contextual Advertising

Connect with your key audience

Deliver customized, targeted messages based on relevant keywords across 1 million+ articles in 30+ publications on scitation.org.

Optimize your reach by selecting one of the following 26 topics:

- Acoustics
- Astronomy and astrophysics
- Atomic and molecular physics
- Biological physics
- Chemical physics
- Classical mechanics
- Condensed matter physics
- Education
- Energy
- General physics
- Geophysics
- Interdisciplinary physics
- Materials science
- Mathematical physics
- Nanotechnology
- Non-linear dynamics
- Nuclear physics
- Optics and optical physics
- Particle physics
- Photonics
- Plasma physics
- Quantum chemistry
- Quantum mechanics
- Rheology and fluid dynamics
- Society and organization
- Statistical physics

Contact your Sales Manager to learn how to get the most impressions per topic.

Contact us for more details and a quote today!
Dan Cooke, Director of Advertising | dcooke@aip.org | 516-576-2629
Debbie Bott, Advertising Sales Manager | dbott@aip.org | 516-576-2430